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FILENAME DESCRIPTION

AMBBird_DESERT-Afternoon Breeze Birds Moderate_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Singular Bird sings constantly at a moderate distance during a consistently breezy but calm afternoon. Other birds and distant woodpeckers 
heard at times. No insects present.

AMBBird_DESERT-Afternoon Breeze Birds Moderate_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Singular Bird sings constantly at a moderate distance during a consistently breezy but calm afternoon. Other birds and distant woodpeckers 
heard at times. No insects present.

AMBBird_DESERT-Birds Insect Drone V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds calling and singing during a calm day with consistent but distant insect drone throughout. Greater Roadrunner cooing and Gambel’s Quail 
heard at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Birds Insect Drone V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds calling and singing during a calm day with consistent but distant insect drone throughout. Greater Roadrunner cooing and Gambel’s Quail 
heard at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Birds Insect Drone V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds calling and singing closely during a calm day with consistent and varying flying insect drone throughout. Light and consistent breeze 
throughout. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Birds Insect Drone V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds calling and singing closely during a calm day with consistent and varying flying insect drone throughout. Light and consistent breeze 
throughout. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Cactus Wren_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A Cactus wren sings from atop a nearby cactus during a calm morning. Other bird species also heard throughout. Light breeze at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Cactus Wren_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A Cactus wren sings from atop a nearby cactus during a calm morning. Other bird species also heard throughout. Light breeze at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Dawn Birds Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Calm dawn birdsong on the Sonoran Desert. Light faint breeze at times. Distant Roadrunner and Owls heard at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Dawn Birds Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Calm dawn birdsong on the Sonoran Desert. Light faint breeze at times. Distant Roadrunner and Owls heard at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Dawn Breeze Canyon_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Dawn birdsong and light breeze in a desert canyon. Greater Roadrunner heard cooing distantly throughout. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Dawn Breeze Canyon_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Dawn birdsong and light breeze in a desert canyon. Greater Roadrunner heard cooing distantly throughout. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Dusk Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing vibrantly at dusk. Drone of flying insects throughout. Subtle breeze heard consistently. Woodpecker picking at cactus heard at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Dusk Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing vibrantly at dusk. Drone of flying insects throughout. Subtle breeze heard consistently. Woodpecker picking at cactus heard at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Gila Woodpecker Calls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Gila Woodpeckers heard calling at various distances during a calm morning. Other bird species call and sing throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Gila Woodpecker Calls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Gila Woodpeckers heard calling at various distances during a calm morning. Other bird species call and sing throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Gila Woodpecker Drums_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Gila Woodpeckers heard drumming at various distances during a calm morning. Other bird species call and sing throughout. Occasional distant 
flying insects. 
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AMBBird_DESERT-Gila Woodpecker Drums_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Gila Woodpeckers heard drumming at various distances during a calm morning. Other bird species call and sing throughout. Occasional distant 
flying insects. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Close V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds heard flying to and eating on nearby bushes and cacti during a calm morning.

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Close V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds heard flying to and eating on nearby bushes and cacti during a calm morning.

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Close V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Multiple birds heard calling, flying, and eating on nearby bushes and cacti during a calm morning. Faint light breeze and flying insects at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Close V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Multiple birds heard calling, flying, and eating on nearby bushes and cacti during a calm morning. Faint light breeze and flying insects at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds heard calling and singing in a spacious canyon. Faint insect droning heard throughout. Occasional tonal breeze.

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds heard calling and singing in a spacious canyon. Faint insect droning heard throughout. Occasional tonal breeze.

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Calm Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing at a variety of distances during a calm morning. Light intimate breeze rustles brush at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Calm Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing at a variety of distances during a calm morning. Light intimate breeze rustles brush at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Birds Busy_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing at various distances during a varying afternoon breeze. Flying insects heard at moderate to close distances throughout. 
Leaf rustle and lightly falling forest debris heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Birds Busy_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing at various distances during a varying afternoon breeze. Flying insects heard at moderate to close distances throughout. 
Leaf rustle and lightly falling forest debris heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Coniferous_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Gentle breeze blows through a coniferous forest. Birds calling and singing at moderate distances throughout. Crickets heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Coniferous_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Gentle breeze blows through a coniferous forest. Birds calling and singing at moderate distances throughout. Crickets heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Deciduous_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Gentle breeze blows through a deciduous forest. Birds calling and singing at moderate distances throughout. Flying insects at times. Lightly 
falling forest debris heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Deciduous_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Gentle breeze blows through a deciduous forest. Birds calling and singing at moderate distances throughout. Flying insects at times. Lightly 
falling forest debris heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Calm Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Western Meadowlarks and other species of birds call and sing in a coniferous forest in the afternoon. Consistent calm breeze heard throughout

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Calm Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Western Meadowlarks and other species of birds call and sing in a coniferous forest in the afternoon. Consistent calm breeze heard throughout
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AMBBird_FOREST-Bird Activity Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds land and fly off of a nearby perch in a calm forest. Detailed movement and calls heard throughout. Distant birds, waterfowl, woodpeckers, 
squirrels, and drumming grouse heard at times. 

AMBBird_FOREST-Bird Activity Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds land and fly off of a nearby perch in a calm forest. Detailed movement and calls heard throughout. Distant birds, waterfowl, woodpeckers, 
squirrels, and drumming grouse heard at times. 

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Birds Breeze V1 _B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Early dawn in a mixed northern forest. Birds heard throughout. Consistent distant breeze throughout. Drumming Grouse and flying insects 
heard occasionally. Gently falling forest debris heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Birds Breeze V1 _B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Early dawn in a mixed northern forest. Birds heard throughout. Consistent distant breeze throughout. Drumming Grouse and flying insects 
heard occasionally. Gently falling forest debris heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Birds Breeze V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Early dawn in a mixed northern forest. Birds heard throughout. Gentle breeze building throughout. Distant waterfowl and flying insects heard 
occasionally. Gently falling forest debris heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Birds Breeze V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Early dawn in a mixed northern forest. Birds heard throughout. Gentle breeze building throughout. Distant waterfowl and flying insects heard 
occasionally. Gently falling forest debris heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Birds Dove_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Doves call at dawn along with multiple other species of birds in a spacious mixed forest. Tonal breeze occasionally. Flying droning insects, 
turkeys, woodpeckers, and owls distantly audible at times. 

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Birds Dove_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Doves call at dawn along with multiple other species of birds in a spacious mixed forest. Tonal breeze occasionally. Flying droning insects, 
turkeys, woodpeckers, and owls distantly audible at times. 

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Birds Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Early dawn calm in a mixed forest. Barred Owls, Turkeys, and Birds heard throughout. Occasional light distant breeze and distant woodpeckers. 
Gently falling forest debris and crickets heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Birds Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Early dawn calm in a mixed forest. Barred Owls, Turkeys, and Birds heard throughout. Occasional light distant breeze and distant woodpeckers. 
Gently falling forest debris and crickets heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dusk Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds heard calling and singing at dusk. Woodpeckers, Waterfowl, and Grouse heard at times. Occasional flying insects and distant tonal 
breezes. Leaf rustle, close bird activity, and lightly falling forest debris heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dusk Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds heard calling and singing at dusk. Woodpeckers, Waterfowl, and Grouse heard at times. Occasional flying insects and distant tonal 
breezes. Leaf rustle, close bird activity, and lightly falling forest debris heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Morning Birds Active_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing in a spacious forest at morning. Woodpeckers and Crows audible at various distances throughout. Light gentle breeze, 
flying insects, and distant owls audible at times. 

AMBBird_FOREST-Morning Birds Active_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing in a spacious forest at morning. Woodpeckers and Crows audible at various distances throughout. Light gentle breeze, 
flying insects, and distant owls audible at times. 

AMBBird_FOREST-Woodpecker Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Woodpeckers drum and call in a calm forest. Large flying insects drone at a distance occasionally, crickets heard at times. Distant faint lake 
lap and tonal breezes heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Woodpecker Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Woodpeckers drum and call in a calm forest. Large flying insects drone at a distance occasionally, crickets heard at times. Distant faint lake 
lap and tonal breezes heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKE-Afternoon Birds Insects_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing busily during a breezy afternoon. Flying insects heard throughout. Leaf rustle, falling forest debris, and distant wave lap heard at 
times.
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AMBBird_LAKE-Afternoon Birds Insects_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing busily during a breezy afternoon. Flying insects heard throughout. Leaf rustle, falling forest debris, and distant wave lap heard at 
times.

AMBBird_LAKE-Dawn Birds Frogs_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and call at dawn with frogs chirping throughout. Grouse heard drumming at times. Occasional fish heard jumping. Gently falling 
forest debris, light breeze, and accumulating dripping dew heard at times.

AMBBird_LAKE-Dawn Birds Frogs_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and call at dawn with frogs chirping throughout. Grouse heard drumming at times. Occasional fish heard jumping. Gently falling 
forest debris, light breeze, and accumulating dripping dew heard at times.

AMBBird_LAKE-Dawn Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and call vibrantly at dawn with Spring Peepers heard throughout. Light and calm breeze heard blowing through leaves at times. 
Distant Grouse, jumping fish, and flying insects heard occasionally. 

AMBBird_LAKE-Dawn Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and call vibrantly at dawn with Spring Peepers heard throughout. Light and calm breeze heard blowing through leaves at times. 
Distant Grouse, jumping fish, and flying insects heard occasionally. 

AMBBird_LAKE-Dusk Birds Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and call at dusk. Occasional bird flyovers and distant loons. Distant Spring Peepers heard throughout.Ground insects, grouse 
drumming, and fish jumping at times. 

AMBBird_LAKE-Dusk Birds Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and call at dusk. Occasional bird flyovers and distant loons. Distant Spring Peepers heard throughout.Ground insects, grouse 
drumming, and fish jumping at times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Afternoon Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Many birds sing and call during a hot afternoon with a gentle intimate breeze. Rustling of brush and flying insects heard at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Afternoon Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Many birds sing and call during a hot afternoon with a gentle intimate breeze. Rustling of brush and flying insects heard at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Afternoon Birds Spacious Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing at various distances during the afternoon with a spacious and varying breeze. Flying insects and rustling leaves heard at times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Afternoon Birds Spacious Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing at various distances during the afternoon with a spacious and varying breeze. Flying insects and rustling leaves heard at times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Cliff Swallows_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A large number of Cliff Swallows fly around and call as they eat insects outside their Cliff-side nests. Other species of birds heard throughout. 
Light wind and flying insects heard at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Cliff Swallows_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A large number of Cliff Swallows fly around and call as they eat insects outside their Cliff-side nests. Other species of birds heard throughout. 
Light wind and flying insects heard at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Dawn Birds Spacious Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Many birds sing spaciously at dawn with an occasional light breeze. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Dawn Birds Spacious Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Many birds sing spaciously at dawn with an occasional light breeze. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Dog Colony_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A colony of Prairie Dogs chirp and call on a warm afternoon. Gentle to moderate breeze at times. Birds heard calling and singing in the 
distance. Flying insects heard occasionally. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Dog Colony_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A colony of Prairie Dogs chirp and call on a warm afternoon. Gentle to moderate breeze at times. Birds heard calling and singing in the 
distance. Flying insects heard occasionally. 
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AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Morning Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds vibrantly call and sing at various distances at morning with an occasional light breeze. Bird activity close at times. Crickets gently chirp 
throughout. Owls and waterfowl heard distantly at times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Morning Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds vibrantly call and sing at various distances at morning with an occasional light breeze. Bird activity close at times. Crickets gently chirp 
throughout. Owls and waterfowl heard distantly at times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Morning Breeze Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Owls hoot from a nearby tree during a breezy morning. Many other birds heard at various distances throughout along with crickets chirping. 
Flying insects heard distantly at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Morning Breeze Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Owls hoot from a nearby tree during a breezy morning. Many other birds heard at various distances throughout along with crickets chirping. 
Flying insects heard distantly at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Oasis Insects Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Flying insects drone and fly around a prairie oasis, pollinating flowers nearby plants. Birds sing at various distances throughout. Occasional 
light breeze shaking leaves on nearby trees.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Oasis Insects Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Flying insects drone and fly around a prairie oasis, pollinating flowers nearby plants. Birds sing at various distances throughout. Occasional 
light breeze shaking leaves on nearby trees.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Pre Dawn Birds _B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds begin to sing at pre-dawn. Crickets heard intermittently. Distant owls heard at times. Light gentle breeze throughout.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Pre Dawn Birds _B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds begin to sing at pre-dawn. Crickets heard intermittently. Distant owls heard at times. Light gentle breeze throughout.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Pre Dawn Owls Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Owls hoot and birds start to sing at pre-dawn. Crickets audible throughout. Light breeze at times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Pre Dawn Owls Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Owls hoot and birds start to sing at pre-dawn. Crickets audible throughout. Light breeze at times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Western Meadowlark Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A Western Meadowlark calls from a nearby branch at dawn. Many other birds audible throughout. Slight breeze at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Western Meadowlark Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A Western Meadowlark calls from a nearby branch at dawn. Many other birds audible throughout. Slight breeze at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Wind Grasses Birds V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A gusty breeze blows through tall grasses as birds sing vibrantly. Ring-necked pheasant heard at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Wind Grasses Birds V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A gusty breeze blows through tall grasses as birds sing vibrantly. Ring-necked pheasant heard at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Wind Grasses Birds V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A strong gusty breeze blows through tall grasses as birds sing vibrantly. Ring-necked pheasant and geese heard at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Wind Grasses Birds V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A strong gusty breeze blows through tall grasses as birds sing vibrantly. Ring-necked pheasant and geese heard at times.

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Wind Oasis Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A gusty and varying wind blows through a large Cottonwood tree next to a prairie oasis. Birds sing and call from nearby branches. Small wave 
lap heard at times. Flying insect droning heard at times. 
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AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Wind Oasis Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A gusty and varying wind blows through a large Cottonwood tree next to a prairie oasis. Birds sing and call from nearby branches. Small wave 
lap heard at times. Flying insect droning heard at times. 

AMBBird_RAIN-Light Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Light rain falls consistently as a bird calls and sings from a nearby branch. Crickets and flying insects audible times. 

AMBBird_RAIN-Light Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Light rain falls consistently as a bird calls and sings from a nearby branch. Crickets and flying insects audible times. 

AMBBird_RAIN-Light Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Light rain falls as birds sing and call in a spacious forest. Woodpeckers heard at times.

AMBBird_RAIN-Light Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Light rain falls as birds sing and call in a spacious forest. Woodpeckers heard at times.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Afternoon Wind Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing at various distances in a small wetland area during a windy afternoon. Occasional water lap audible at times. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Afternoon Wind Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing at various distances in a small wetland area during a windy afternoon. Occasional water lap audible at times. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds calmly call and sing at dawn in a small wetland area. Bird Fly-bys heard at times. Distant Sharp-Tailed Grouse heard displaying 
occasionally. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds calmly call and sing at dawn in a small wetland area. Bird Fly-bys heard at times. Distant Sharp-Tailed Grouse heard displaying 
occasionally. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing closely at dawn in a small wetland area. Slight breeze occasionally. Sharp-Tailed Grouse heard displaying at a distance at 
times.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing closely at dawn in a small wetland area. Slight breeze occasionally. Sharp-Tailed Grouse heard displaying at a distance at 
times.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Insects_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing at various distances in a small wetland area. Sharp-Tailed Grouse heard displaying at a distance at times. Small flying 
insects audible throughout

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Insects_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing at various distances in a small wetland area. Sharp-Tailed Grouse heard displaying at a distance at times. Small flying 
insects audible throughout

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Intense Distant_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Many waterfowl and birds call and sing distantly in a large wetland area. Slight breeze at times. Multiple bird fly-overs throughout. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Intense Distant_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Many waterfowl and birds call and sing distantly in a large wetland area. Slight breeze at times. Multiple bird fly-overs throughout. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Intense_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Hundreds of birds and waterfowl call and sing at various distances during dawn in a large wetland area. Faint breeze, close bird activity, and 
frogs at times.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Dawn Birds Intense_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Hundreds of birds and waterfowl call and sing at various distances during dawn in a large wetland area. Faint breeze, close bird activity, and 
frogs at times.
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AMBBird_WETLANDS-Morning Bird Activity Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call, sing, take-off, land, and splash at a close distance in a small wetland area. Slight breeze at times. Sharp-Tailed Grouse heard 
displaying occasionally. Crickets heard intermittently.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Morning Bird Activity Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call, sing, take-off, land, and splash at a close distance in a small wetland area. Slight breeze at times. Sharp-Tailed Grouse heard 
displaying occasionally. Crickets heard intermittently.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Morning Breeze Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing closely in a small wetland area during the morning. Crickets chirp intermittently. Slight breeze at times. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Morning Breeze Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing closely in a small wetland area during the morning. Crickets chirp intermittently. Slight breeze at times. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Morning Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and call at various distances during a lightly breezy morning. Birds in-flight, landing, and taking off at times. Sharp-Tailed Grouse 
heard displaying occasionally. Crickets heard intermittently.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Morning Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and call at various distances during a lightly breezy morning. Birds in-flight, landing, and taking off at times. Sharp-Tailed Grouse 
heard displaying occasionally. Crickets heard intermittently.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Pre Dawn Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds begin to gently sing during pre-dawn at a seasonal alpine wetland with a gentle breeze. Water lapping on grasses, woodpeckers, and 
flying insects heard at times. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Pre Dawn Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds begin to gently sing during pre-dawn at a seasonal alpine wetland with a gentle breeze. Water lapping on grasses, woodpeckers, and 
flying insects heard at times. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Pre Dawn Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds begin to gently sing during pre-dawn at a seasonal alpine wetland. Occasional water lapping on grasses and bird fly-bys heard at times. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Pre Dawn Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds begin to gently sing during pre-dawn at a seasonal alpine wetland. Occasional water lapping on grasses and bird fly-bys heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Afternoon Bugs Wind Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Flying insects buzz consistently while birds call and sing at various distances in an afternoon breeze. Rustling brush heard occasionally.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Afternoon Bugs Wind Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Flying insects buzz consistently while birds call and sing at various distances in an afternoon breeze. Rustling brush heard occasionally.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Afternoon Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A Gila Woodpecker drums, picks at, and calls on nearby cactus as birds call and sing distantly during a calm and still afternoon. Flying insects 
heard at times. Occasional light breeze.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Afternoon Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A Gila Woodpecker drums, picks at, and calls on nearby cactus as birds call and sing distantly during a calm and still afternoon. Flying insects 
heard at times. Occasional light breeze.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Afternoon Wind Birds Distant_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing distantly during a moderately windy afternoon. Stronger gusts at times. Squeaking cactus and rustling brush heard occasionally.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Afternoon Wind Birds Distant_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing distantly during a moderately windy afternoon. Stronger gusts at times. Squeaking cactus and rustling brush heard occasionally.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Insects Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Various species of flying insects buzz closely as a bird calls and sings from a close cactus branch. Costa’s Hummingbird heard at times.
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AMBDsrt_DESERT-Insects Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Various species of flying insects buzz closely as a bird calls and sings from a close cactus branch. Costa’s Hummingbird heard at times.

AMBForst_DESERT-Dawn Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing at dawn during a light but consistent breeze. 

AMBForst_DESERT-Dawn Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing at dawn during a light but consistent breeze. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Birds Insects_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing during a calm afternoon breeze. Flying insects heard prominently at various distances throughout. Leaf rustle, lightly falling 
forest debris, and frogs heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Birds Insects_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing during a calm afternoon breeze. Flying insects heard prominently at various distances throughout. Leaf rustle, lightly falling 
forest debris, and frogs heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Mixed_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Gentle but varying breeze blows through a mixed deciduous and coniferous forest. Birds calling and woodpeckers at moderate distances at 
times. Lightly falling forest debris, light branch knocks, and leaf rustle heard throughout.

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Breeze Mixed_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Gentle but varying breeze blows through a mixed deciduous and coniferous forest. Birds calling and woodpeckers at moderate distances at 
times. Lightly falling forest debris, light branch knocks, and leaf rustle heard throughout.

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Wind Varying_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A Moderate wind builds and subsides in a mixed forest. Woodpeckers birds, and frogs heard at times. Lightly falling forest debris, branch 
knocks, and leaf rustle heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Afternoon Wind Varying_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A Moderate wind builds and subsides in a mixed forest. Woodpeckers birds, and frogs heard at times. Lightly falling forest debris, branch 
knocks, and leaf rustle heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Evening Crickets Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A gentle and varying breeze blows through a coniferous forest at night. Calming crickets heard throughout. Lightly falling forest debris and 
rustling small mammals heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Evening Crickets Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A gentle and varying breeze blows through a coniferous forest at night. Calming crickets heard throughout. Lightly falling forest debris and 
rustling small mammals heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Evening Crickets_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Crickets heard calmly chirping in a coniferous forest. Light breeze and distant night-birds heard at time. Lightly falling forest debris and close 
crickets heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Evening Crickets_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Crickets heard calmly chirping in a coniferous forest. Light breeze and distant night-birds heard at time. Lightly falling forest debris and close 
crickets heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Flying Insects Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Multiple species of flying insects buzz consistently at close and moderate distances. Distant birds heard throughout. Light breeze and rustling 
leaves at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Flying Insects Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Multiple species of flying insects buzz consistently at close and moderate distances. Distant birds heard throughout. Light breeze and rustling 
leaves at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Pre Dawn Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Pre-dawn calm in a mixed forest. Distant birds and crickets throughout, gentle leaf rustle at times. Occasional Barred Owl hoots.

AMBForst_FOREST-Pre Dawn Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Pre-dawn calm in a mixed forest. Distant birds and crickets throughout, gentle leaf rustle at times. Occasional Barred Owl hoots.
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AMBForst_FOREST-Pre Dawn Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Quiet pre-dawn in a mixed forest featuring distant Eastern Whip-poor-will, barred owl hoots, and occasional frogs in a distant pond. Gentle leaf 
rustle at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Pre Dawn Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Quiet pre-dawn in a mixed forest featuring distant Eastern Whip-poor-will, barred owl hoots, and occasional frogs in a distant pond. Gentle leaf 
rustle at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Woodpecker Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Woodpeckers drum at various distances during a calm breeze. Gentle leaf rustle heard throughout. Frogs heard at times. Distant grouse 
drumming occasionally. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Woodpecker Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Woodpeckers drum at various distances during a calm breeze. Gentle leaf rustle heard throughout. Frogs heard at times. Distant grouse 
drumming occasionally. 

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dawn Birds Busy_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Many species of birds sing and call during a busy dawn chorus. Owls, waterfowl, and pheasants heard at times. Occasional light breeze.

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dawn Birds Busy_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Many species of birds sing and call during a busy dawn chorus. Owls, waterfowl, and pheasants heard at times. Occasional light breeze.

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dawn Coyote Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A singular Coyote howls closely as many birds sing at dawn. A distant pack of Coyotes responds with energetic howls. 

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dawn Coyote Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A singular Coyote howls closely as many birds sing at dawn. A distant pack of Coyotes responds with energetic howls. 

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dawn Coyotes_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A pack of distant Coyotes howl as birds begin to wake and sing at dawn. Ring-necked Pheasant and Owls heard at times. 

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dawn Coyotes_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A pack of distant Coyotes howl as birds begin to wake and sing at dawn. Ring-necked Pheasant and Owls heard at times. 

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dusk Calm Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing consistently at a moderate distance with a gentle breeze at dusk. Flying insects and rustling brush heard throughout. Ring-necked 
pheasants heard at times. 

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dusk Calm Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing consistently at a moderate distance with a gentle breeze at dusk. Flying insects and rustling brush heard throughout. Ring-necked 
pheasants heard at times. 

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dusk Quiet_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing faintly as night begins on the prairie. Flying insects, rustling brush, and faint breeze at times.

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Dusk Quiet_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing faintly as night begins on the prairie. Flying insects, rustling brush, and faint breeze at times.

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Night Frogs Crickets Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A frog croaks intermittently during the night at a prairie oasis. Crickets and persistent but varying breeze heard throughout.

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Night Frogs Crickets Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A frog croaks intermittently during the night at a prairie oasis. Crickets and persistent but varying breeze heard throughout.

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Wind Conifers Birds V1 _B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A varying wind blows through a stand of prairie conifers. Birds heard singing and calling at various distances thought. Crickets gently chirping 
consistently. Occasional pine needles heard faintly falling at times.
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AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Wind Conifers Birds V1 _B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A varying wind blows through a stand of prairie conifers. Birds heard singing and calling at various distances thought. Crickets gently chirping 
consistently. Occasional pine needles heard faintly falling at times.

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Wind Conifers Birds V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A moderately strong wind builds and blows through a stand of prairie conifers. Birds heard singing and calling at various distances thought. 
Crickets chirping consistently. Occasional pine needles heard faintly falling at times.

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Wind Conifers Birds V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A moderately strong wind builds and blows through a stand of prairie conifers. Birds heard singing and calling at various distances thought. 
Crickets chirping consistently. Occasional pine needles heard faintly falling at times.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Afternoon Calm Grouse_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A Grouse drums closely as birds sing and call at moderate distances throughout. Moderate breeze, flying insects, and lightly falling forest 
debris heard at times.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Afternoon Calm Grouse_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A Grouse drums closely as birds sing and call at moderate distances throughout. Moderate breeze, flying insects, and lightly falling forest 
debris heard at times.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Afternoon Wind Loons_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Loons and other birds call at a moderate distance during a windy afternoon. Wind is deep but mostly distant. Lightly falling forest debris and 
Spring Peepers heard at times.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Afternoon Wind Loons_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Loons and other birds call at a moderate distance during a windy afternoon. Wind is deep but mostly distant. Lightly falling forest debris and 
Spring Peepers heard at times.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Dawn Calm Fish V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds begin to sing and call at dawn as fish jump in a large lake. Owls hoot throughout. Lake has tall, steep, reflective banks creating echoes of 
birds, fish, and owls. Coyotes heard howling distantly at times.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Dawn Calm Fish V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds begin to sing and call at dawn as fish jump in a large lake. Owls hoot throughout. Lake has tall, steep, reflective banks creating echoes of 
birds, fish, and owls. Coyotes heard howling distantly at times.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Dawn Calm Fish V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and call at dawn as fish jump in a large lake. Close bird activity, flying geese, and droning insects at times. Owls hoot throughout. 
Lake has tall, steep, reflective banks creating echoes of birds, fish, and owls.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Dawn Calm Fish V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and call at dawn as fish jump in a large lake. Close bird activity, flying geese, and droning insects at times. Owls hoot throughout. 
Lake has tall, steep, reflective banks creating echoes of birds, fish, and owls.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Morning Birds Close V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds heard calling and moving on nearby branch during a still morning. Distant loons, squirrels, and woodpeckers heard at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Morning Birds Close V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds heard calling and moving on nearby branch during a still morning. Distant loons, squirrels, and woodpeckers heard at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Morning Birds Close V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds heard calling and moving on nearby branch during a slightly breezy but calm morning. Distant loons, squirrels, woodpeckers, fish 
jumping, and grouse heard at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Morning Birds Close V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds heard calling and moving on nearby branch during a slightly breezy but calm morning. Distant loons, squirrels, woodpeckers, fish 
jumping, and grouse heard at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Morning Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing spaciously from lakeside trees. Light breeze at times. Woodpeckers, squirrels, and waterfowl heard throughout. Grouse 
drumming and small mammals rustling heard at times.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Morning Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing spaciously from lakeside trees. Light breeze at times. Woodpeckers, squirrels, and waterfowl heard throughout. Grouse 
drumming and small mammals rustling heard at times.
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AMBSwmp_LAKE-Morning Breeze Woodpeckers_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing during a calm morning with a light breeze. Loons chirp and woodpeckers drum throughout. Grouse drumming, lightly falling 
forest debris, small mammals rustling, and fish jumping heard at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Morning Breeze Woodpeckers_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing during a calm morning with a light breeze. Loons chirp and woodpeckers drum throughout. Grouse drumming, lightly falling 
forest debris, small mammals rustling, and fish jumping heard at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Night Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A calm night with Spring Peepers, distant Loons, and crawling insects. Occasional light breeze, grouse calling and drumming, and distant wave 
lap. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Night Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A calm night with Spring Peepers, distant Loons, and crawling insects. Occasional light breeze, grouse calling and drumming, and distant wave 
lap. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Night Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A calm night featuring a mating pair of Loons, Spring Peepers and frogs, and occasional insects crawling.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Night Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A calm night featuring a mating pair of Loons, Spring Peepers and frogs, and occasional insects crawling.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Pre Dawn Fish Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Owls hoot distantly as fish jump during a still pre-dawn. Faint bird activity heard at times. Very distant outlet of lake faintly heard throughout.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Pre Dawn Fish Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Owls hoot distantly as fish jump during a still pre-dawn. Faint bird activity heard at times. Very distant outlet of lake faintly heard throughout.

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Busy Leaves_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Varied waves lap busily against shore at a moderate distance during windy afternoon. Rustling leaves and grasses throughout. Bird activity, 
lightly falling debris, frogs, and flying insects at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Busy Leaves_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Varied waves lap busily against shore at a moderate distance during windy afternoon. Rustling leaves and grasses throughout. Bird activity, 
lightly falling debris, frogs, and flying insects at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Small waves lap against a rocks during a calm but breezy afternoon. Woodpecker drumming, leaves and grasses rustle and lightly falling forest 
debris heard at times. Little bird activity or flying insects. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Calm_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Small waves lap against a rocks during a calm but breezy afternoon. Woodpecker drumming, leaves and grasses rustle and lightly falling forest 
debris heard at times. Little bird activity or flying insects. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Distant_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Distant varying wave lap is heard during a breezy but calm afternoon. Leaf rustle and lightly falling forest debris heard at times. Little bird 
activity or flying insects. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Distant_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Distant varying wave lap is heard during a breezy but calm afternoon. Leaf rustle and lightly falling forest debris heard at times. Little bird 
activity or flying insects. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Spacious_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Various sizes of waves lap against shore during a calm afternoon. Light calm breeze rustling lakeside grasses heard occasionally. Bird activity 
and flying insects at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Spacious_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Various sizes of waves lap against shore during a calm afternoon. Light calm breeze rustling lakeside grasses heard occasionally. Bird activity 
and flying insects at times. 

AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Variable_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Varied waves gently lap against shore on a calm afternoon. Bird activity, leaves rustling, and flying insects at times. 
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AMBSwmp_LAKE-Wave Lap Variable_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Varied waves gently lap against shore on a calm afternoon. Bird activity, leaves rustling, and flying insects at times. 

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Calm Night_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A calm night on the edge of a large wetland. Frogs heard chirping and croaking at moderate distances throughout. Insects and frogs heard 
crawling on ground at times. 

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Calm Night_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A calm night on the edge of a large wetland. Frogs heard chirping and croaking at moderate distances throughout. Insects and frogs heard 
crawling on ground at times. 

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Wind Reeds Gentle_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A variable and gusty breeze blows through large reeds on the edge of a wetland area. Birds call and sing throughout. Occasional flying insects.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Wind Reeds Gentle_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A variable and gusty breeze blows through large reeds on the edge of a wetland area. Birds call and sing throughout. Occasional flying insects.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Wind Reeds V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Wind blows through large reeds on the edge of a wetland. Wind is strong at times. Birds call and sing at various distances throughout. 
Occasional flying insects.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Wind Reeds V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Wind blows through large reeds on the edge of a wetland. Wind is strong at times. Birds call and sing at various distances throughout. 
Occasional flying insects.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Wind Reeds V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A strong and persistent wind blows through large reeds on the edge of a wetland. Birds call and sing at various distances throughout. 
Occasional flying insects.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Wind Reeds V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A strong and persistent wind blows through large reeds on the edge of a wetland. Birds call and sing at various distances throughout. 
Occasional flying insects.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Afternoon Frogs Breeze V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Frogs chirp on the edge of a wetland area in the late afternoon breeze. Crickets chirp throughout. Occasional bird activity.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Afternoon Frogs Breeze V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Frogs chirp on the edge of a wetland area in the late afternoon breeze. Crickets chirp throughout. Occasional bird activity.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Afternoon Frogs Breeze V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Frogs chirp at a moderate distance on the edge of a wetland area in the late afternoon breeze. Crickets chirp pleasantly at times.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Afternoon Frogs Breeze V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Frogs chirp at a moderate distance on the edge of a wetland area in the late afternoon breeze. Crickets chirp pleasantly at times.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Busy_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Many frogs chirp during a still evening in a large wetland area. Wilson’s Snipe “winnowing” overhead throughout. Distant faint rushing of a 
small creek audible. Water soaked grasses heard delicately moving during a light breeze at times.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Busy_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Many frogs chirp during a still evening in a large wetland area. Wilson’s Snipe “winnowing” overhead throughout. Distant faint rushing of a 
small creek audible. Water soaked grasses heard delicately moving during a light breeze at times.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Intense V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Frogs chirp closely and consistently during a still evening. Occasional small mammals rustling and distant waterfowl. Insects, worms, and 
frogs heard crawling on leaves and hopping into water at times. 

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Intense V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Frogs chirp closely and consistently during a still evening. Occasional small mammals rustling and distant waterfowl. Insects, worms, and 
frogs heard crawling on leaves and hopping into water at times. 
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ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Intense V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Frogs chirp closely during a still evening. Frogs can be heard stopping and starting becoming synchronized throughout. Insects and frogs 
heard crawling on leaves at times. 

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Intense V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Frogs chirp closely during a still evening. Frogs can be heard stopping and starting becoming synchronized throughout. Insects and frogs 
heard crawling on leaves at times. 

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Large_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Large frogs croak consistently from both sides of a small pond. Slight breeze through distant forest at times

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Large_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Large frogs croak consistently from both sides of a small pond. Slight breeze through distant forest at times

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Many Spring Peepers and other frogs chirp during a still evening. Owls hooting throughout. Insects and frogs heard crawling on leaves 
throughout. 

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Owls_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Many Spring Peepers and other frogs chirp during a still evening. Owls hooting throughout. Insects and frogs heard crawling on leaves 
throughout. 

ANMLInsc_LAKE-Dusk Cricket Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A nearby cricket chirps at dusk as birds call at a moderate distance. Fish jumping, rustling leaves, flying insects, Grouse, and distant breeze at 
times. 

ANMLInsc_LAKE-Dusk Cricket Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A nearby cricket chirps at dusk as birds call at a moderate distance. Fish jumping, rustling leaves, flying insects, Grouse, and distant breeze at 
times. 

ANMLInsc_PRAIRIE-Night Crickets_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Crickets chirp pleasantly and consistently at a moderately close distance at night. Slight relaxing breeze at times.

ANMLInsc_PRAIRIE-Night Crickets_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Crickets chirp pleasantly and consistently at a moderately close distance at night. Slight relaxing breeze at times.

ANMLInsc_WETLANDS-Afternoon Mosquito Drone_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Mosquitos drone on the edge of a small wetland area. Birds calling and singing at various distances and gentle breeze throughout. Water lap, 
flying insects and crickets heard at times. 

ANMLInsc_WETLANDS-Afternoon Mosquito Drone_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Mosquitos drone on the edge of a small wetland area. Birds calling and singing at various distances and gentle breeze throughout. Water lap, 
flying insects and crickets heard at times. 

ANMLInsc_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Crickets_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Frogs and crickets chirp as evening falls over a small wetland area. Slight breeze throughout. 

ANMLInsc_WETLANDS-Night Frogs Crickets_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Frogs and crickets chirp as evening falls over a small wetland area. Slight breeze throughout. 

ANMLRdnt_FOREST-Squirrel Chatter_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav An isolated red squirrel chatters from atop a nearby tree. Distant birds heard throughout. 

ANMLRdnt_FOREST-Squirrel Chatter_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav An isolated red squirrel chatters from atop a nearby tree. Distant birds heard throughout. 

BIRDFowl_WETLANDS-Bird Activity Close V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds fly by and land on a nearby branch. Various calls and songs audible throughout. Woodpeckers audible at times. 
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BIRDFowl_WETLANDS-Bird Activity Close V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds fly by and land on a nearby branch. Various calls and songs audible throughout. Woodpeckers audible at times. 

BIRDFowl_WETLANDS-Bird Activity Close V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Active energetic birds on a nearby branch. Various calls and songs audible throughout. Woodpeckers audible at times.

BIRDFowl_WETLANDS-Bird Activity Close V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Active energetic birds on a nearby branch. Various calls and songs audible throughout. Woodpeckers audible at times.

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Calls Day Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A Loon calls during a calm day with an exceptional reverberation. Other birds calling throughout. Occasional flying insects.

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Calls Day Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A Loon calls during a calm day with an exceptional reverberation. Other birds calling throughout. Occasional flying insects.

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Goose Flyover_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A singular loon flies over while vocalizing, followed shortly by a goose flying over while vocalizing. Other birds heard at a moderate distance 
throughout. 

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Goose Flyover_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A singular loon flies over while vocalizing, followed shortly by a goose flying over while vocalizing. Other birds heard at a moderate distance 
throughout. 

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Night Activity Varied V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Multiple Loons calling and responding to each other. Reverberation tail is mostly long but occasionally unpredictable. Spring Peepers heard at 
a distance and insects heard crawling on ground and fluttering.

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Night Activity Varied V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Multiple Loons calling and responding to each other. Reverberation tail is mostly long but occasionally unpredictable. Spring Peepers heard at 
a distance and insects heard crawling on ground and fluttering.

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Night Activity Varied V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Multiple Loons calling and responding to each other. Reverberation is exceptionally long. Many Spring Peepers and other species of frogs 
heard throughout at various distances. Insects heard crawling on ground at times. 

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Night Activity Varied V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Multiple Loons calling and responding to each other. Reverberation is exceptionally long. Many Spring Peepers and other species of frogs 
heard throughout at various distances. Insects heard crawling on ground at times. 

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Splash Display_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A Loon engages in a display by repeatedly splashing and calling simultaneously during a still night. Dew can be heard accumulating and 
occasionally dripping throughout. Spring peepers audible at a distance. 

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Splash Display_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A Loon engages in a display by repeatedly splashing and calling simultaneously during a still night. Dew can be heard accumulating and 
occasionally dripping throughout. Spring peepers audible at a distance. 

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Territory Display_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A Loon engages in an energetic territorial display at night. Spring Peepers heard distantly throughout. 

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loon Territory Display_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A Loon engages in an energetic territorial display at night. Spring Peepers heard distantly throughout. 

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loons Night Frogs_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A mating pair of Loons calls loudly during a still night. Spring Peepers heard throughout. Large moths heard crawling on ground and fluttering 
at times. Distant Grouse heard drumming occasionally. 

BIRDSea_LAKE-Loons Night Frogs_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A mating pair of Loons calls loudly during a still night. Spring Peepers heard throughout. Large moths heard crawling on ground and fluttering 
at times. Distant Grouse heard drumming occasionally. 
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BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Blue Jay_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A Blue Jay flies past and calls from a nearby tree branch. Other species heard in the background throughout.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Blue Jay_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A Blue Jay flies past and calls from a nearby tree branch. Other species heard in the background throughout.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Dawn Whipporwill_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Whip-poor-wills call repeatedly at dawn in a quiet forest. Gentle light breeze and lightly falling forest debris heard at times.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Dawn Whipporwill_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Whip-poor-wills call repeatedly at dawn in a quiet forest. Gentle light breeze and lightly falling forest debris heard at times.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Late Morning Calm Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Various birds call and sing consistently during a calm morning. Lightly falling forest debris heard at times. Occasional tonal breeze.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Late Morning Calm Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Various birds call and sing consistently during a calm morning. Lightly falling forest debris heard at times. Occasional tonal breeze.

RAINVege_RAIN-Canopy Droplets Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Rain falls steadily on a large leafed forest canopy and large droplets collect and fall to the ground. Birds and flying insects audible throughout. 

RAINVege_RAIN-Canopy Droplets Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Rain falls steadily on a large leafed forest canopy and large droplets collect and fall to the ground. Birds and flying insects audible throughout. 

RAINVege_RAIN-Consistent Snappy_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Snappy rain consistent falls in a spacious forest. Distant frogs and birds heard at times. Slight breeze occasionally.

RAINVege_RAIN-Consistent Snappy_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Snappy rain consistent falls in a spacious forest. Distant frogs and birds heard at times. Slight breeze occasionally.

RAINVege_RAIN-Dry Leaves Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Rain falls increasingly on dry leaves in a spacious forest. Birds call and sing at a moderate distance throughout. Slight breeze at times. 

RAINVege_RAIN-Dry Leaves Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Rain falls increasingly on dry leaves in a spacious forest. Birds call and sing at a moderate distance throughout. Slight breeze at times. 

RAINVege_RAIN-Increasing_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Light rain steadily increases to moderate than heavy as Whip-poor-will’s and owls call occasionally throughout. Light breeze at times. 

RAINVege_RAIN-Increasing_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Light rain steadily increases to moderate than heavy as Whip-poor-will’s and owls call occasionally throughout. Light breeze at times. 

RAINVege_RAIN-Large Drops Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Large drops of rain water collected by the forest canopy fall to the ground as various birds call throughout. Slight breeze at times.

RAINVege_RAIN-Large Drops Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Large drops of rain water collected by the forest canopy fall to the ground as various birds call throughout. Slight breeze at times.

RAINVege_RAIN-Light Frogs Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Light rain falls increasingly as frogs chirp consistently. Wind in distant trees audible throughout. Distant birds audible at times
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RAINVege_RAIN-Light Frogs Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Light rain falls increasingly as frogs chirp consistently. Wind in distant trees audible throughout. Distant birds audible at times

RAINVege_RAIN-Wet Leaves Wind_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Rain falls increasingly hard and intimately on wet leaves in a large forest. Wind blowing through pines audible throughout. Distant frogs 
chirping at times. 

RAINVege_RAIN-Wet Leaves Wind_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Rain falls increasingly hard and intimately on wet leaves in a large forest. Wind blowing through pines audible throughout. Distant frogs 
chirping at times. 

RAINWatr_RAIN-Lake Shimmer V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Rain slowly builds and subsides, falling onto a calm lake to create a shimmering sound. Loons call and chirp in the distance. Slight breeze at 
times. 

RAINWatr_RAIN-Lake Shimmer V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Rain slowly builds and subsides, falling onto a calm lake to create a shimmering sound. Loons call and chirp in the distance. Slight breeze at 
times. 

RAINWatr_RAIN-Lake Shimmer V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Rain quickly builds and slowly subsides, falling onto a calm lake to create a shimmering sound. Slight breeze at times. 

RAINWatr_RAIN-Lake Shimmer V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Rain quickly builds and slowly subsides, falling onto a calm lake to create a shimmering sound. Slight breeze at times. 

RAINWatr_RAIN-Lake Tinkle Increasing_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Rain increasingly falls on a lake while distant wind blows through trees throughout. Light breeze and birds singing at times. Frogs heard 
chirping in the distance. 

RAINWatr_RAIN-Lake Tinkle Increasing_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Rain increasingly falls on a lake while distant wind blows through trees throughout. Light breeze and birds singing at times. Frogs heard 
chirping in the distance. 

RAINWatr_RAIN-Lake Tinkle Waves_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Rain falls on a lake while distant wind blows through trees throughout. Waves audible at times, Light breeze at times.

RAINWatr_RAIN-Lake Tinkle Waves_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Rain falls on a lake while distant wind blows through trees throughout. Waves audible at times, Light breeze at times.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Babbling Creek Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A medium sized creek babbles as birds sing vibrantly from trees above. Slight breeze at times. Crickets audible throughout. 

WATRFlow_RIVER-Babbling Creek Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A medium sized creek babbles as birds sing vibrantly from trees above. Slight breeze at times. Crickets audible throughout. 

WATRFlow_RIVER-Distant Creek Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing consistently from nearby branches as a creek is heard rushing in the distance.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Distant Creek Birds Close_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing consistently from nearby branches as a creek is heard rushing in the distance.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Distant Creek Insects_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Crickets chirp consistently as other insects are heard crawling on leaves with the rushing of a creek in the distance. Birds call and sing 
occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Distant Creek Insects_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Crickets chirp consistently as other insects are heard crawling on leaves with the rushing of a creek in the distance. Birds call and sing 
occasionally.
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WATRFlow_RIVER-Distant Rushing Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A medium sized river rushes in the background as various birds sing vibrantly from trees above. Lightly falling forest debris heard at times. 

WATRFlow_RIVER-Distant Rushing Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A medium sized river rushes in the background as various birds sing vibrantly from trees above. Lightly falling forest debris heard at times. 

WATRFlow_RIVER-Frogs Wetland Outlet_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav The outlet of a wetland area is heard rushing in the distance as frogs chirp and croak consistently on a calm evening. Wilson’s Snipe 
“winnowing” throughout. Slight breeze and migrating geese at times. 

WATRFlow_RIVER-Frogs Wetland Outlet_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav The outlet of a wetland area is heard rushing in the distance as frogs chirp and croak consistently on a calm evening. Wilson’s Snipe 
“winnowing” throughout. Slight breeze and migrating geese at times. 

WATRFlow_RIVER-Large Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A large river is heard rushing and bubbling as birds sing calmly and sparsely during a gentle breeze. Lightly falling forest debris and rustling 
leaves heard at times. 

WATRFlow_RIVER-Large Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A large river is heard rushing and bubbling as birds sing calmly and sparsely during a gentle breeze. Lightly falling forest debris and rustling 
leaves heard at times. 

WATRFlow_RIVER-Large Rushing Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav A large river rushes in the distance as birds call and sing energetically throughout. Slight breeze and gently falling forest debris heard at times.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Large Rushing Birds_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav A large river rushes in the distance as birds call and sing energetically throughout. Slight breeze and gently falling forest debris heard at times.

WATRLap_LAKE-Wave Lap Close V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Waves lap closely during a slightly breezy afternoon. Grasses heard rustling throughout. Bird activity and flying insects heard at times.

WATRLap_LAKE-Wave Lap Close V1_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Waves lap closely during a slightly breezy afternoon. Grasses heard rustling throughout. Bird activity and flying insects heard at times.

WATRLap_LAKE-Wave Lap Close V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Waves lap closely and intimately during a breezy afternoon. Grasses heard rustling throughout. Bird activity and flying insects heard at times.

WATRLap_LAKE-Wave Lap Close V2_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Waves lap closely and intimately during a breezy afternoon. Grasses heard rustling throughout. Bird activity and flying insects heard at times.

WATRLap_LAKE-Wave Lap Gentle_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Small waves gently lap against rock during a breezy but calm afternoon. Bird activity and flying insects at times. Lakeside grasses can be 
heard rustling occasionally. 

WATRLap_LAKE-Wave Lap Gentle_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Small waves gently lap against rock during a breezy but calm afternoon. Bird activity and flying insects at times. Lakeside grasses can be 
heard rustling occasionally. 

WATRLap_LAKE-Wave Lap Grasses_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Hi.wav Waves lap closely against a grassy shoreline during a variably breezy afternoon. Grasses heard rustling throughout. Bird activity, loons, and 
flying insects heard at times.

WATRLap_LAKE-Wave Lap Grasses_B00M_3DS08_4.0 Lo.wav Waves lap closely against a grassy shoreline during a variably breezy afternoon. Grasses heard rustling throughout. Bird activity, loons, and 
flying insects heard at times.
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